Community Garden 3231
What’s happening in the Garden
12 April 2020

What happened last week?
Avril has been busy clearing out some of the beds and planting:
• garlic in Bed B
• broccoli, caulis and cabbage seedlings in Bed I
• lettuce in Bed M.

Garlic in Bed B

Broccoli, caulis and cabbage in Bed I

Scott and Gay have put more cardboard and mulch on the citrus grove
Keith and Barry recently installed a watering system
Gretel has been keeping an eye on the brassicas and spraying with Dipel
Alison is tackling the kikuyu along the fence, and of course, the mowing angel, Liz, has
been at it again. No doubt more people have done things we don’t know about.
If you are in the garden, you could treat yourself to some tomatoes in Beds K and G.
Nimble-fingered children will have fun harvesting and eating the tiny yellow-currant
tomatoes in Bed G. Also, if you’re lucky, you may find a ripe fig on the bottom tree, but
there aren’t many and they aren’t as good as they were last year!
It’s time to plant garlic –if you have any left from your crop, plant the larger cloves. Don’t
use ordinary supermarket garlic—local Freshwater Creek garlic is good (available online,
unfortunately in largish quantities—but in fact, you might get some at Anglesea IGA!).

We are on Instagram
Facebook & WWW
Communitygarden3231.

Seedlings are hard to buy now, although Wombat Gully Plant Farm seems to have a
reliable supply. You could try planting seeds at home and transplant when sturdy. Share
any spare seedlings.
Don't’ forget to look at the jobs list—weeding is easy after all the rain we’ve had.
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One of Liz’s favourites
Our fig trees are coming into season and here’s a very different way to use figs. This
recipe also uses fresh basil which is nearing the end of its growing season. I first had
this at the Richmond Hill Cafe and Larder in Bridge Road. I had the basic list of
ingredients and worked the rest out myself. I think it is quite delicious. Let me know
what you think!

Fig, Prune and Chilli Pasta (for 2 people)
4 ripe figs—cut each fig into 6 or 8 wedges
2-3 rashers of bacon
200 grams of pasta
1 birdseye chilli
5 seeded prunes
1 clove of garlic
2-3 stalks of basil leaves
shaved parmesan
cream—approximately 100ml
Cut the bacon into strips and sauté in a frypan.
Thinly slice the chilli and cook this with the bacon (you can take the seeds out if you
wish to reduce the heat of the chilli). Add the minced garlic.
Cut the prunes into small thumbnail sized pieces and add to pan—turn the heat
down.
Get the water boiling and cook the pasta. When the pasta is nearly cooked add the
cream to the bacon, chilli, garlic and prune mix. Don’t add it too soon because the
cream can separate. Use enough cream to form a sauce for the pasta—but not so
much that it overwhelms.
Warm this gently then carefully add the figs—you want the figs to hold their shape
and get warmed through. Drain the pasta and combine the sauce—again being
careful so as not to mash your figs! Add sliced or torn basil leaves and shaved
parmesan to taste.

Keep safe and please remember
* only 4 people in the Garden at any one time
* enter using your elbow at the double gates
* wash your hands on arriving, before & after touching
______________________

anything, and on leaving
* as well, wear you own clean garden gloves at all times
* use sanitiser, as necessary, near the sink
* if you can, bring your own tools
* keep 2 metres from others
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